A Recursive Algorithm for Global Alignment with Gap Consideration in a pair of Sequences
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Abstract: - The Sequences either Protein or DNA contain precious Biological Information of certain species for finding / knowing various characteristics of living organisms [5]. If a pair of sequence is not properly aligned, we cannot get exact information to study about these species. It is important to find the degree of similarity and no. of gaps in sequences. Sequences not properly aligned with or without consideration of gaps cannot provide a true picture of what information they owe and what characteristics they have. [1, 2]

A recursive approach is being proposed in this paper that would not only find the Global Alignment for a pair of protein / DNA sequence but also provides means for consideration of gaps between them. The algorithm will calculate the degree of similarity and bounds / extends of gaps to bring sophisticated results. The input variables (e.g. Strains) of program are user dependent and internal calculations are being performed in recursive fashion to make the input Strains smart enough. [4]
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1. Introduction

Sequence Alignment is a procedure of comparing two or more sequences by searching for a series of characters or a pattern of characters that are in same order in sequences. [4]

There are two types of Sequence Alignment. [2]

i. Local Alignment
ii. Global Alignment

1.1) Local Alignment

In local alignment, the alignment is made at regions of identity and does not include neighboring regions. [2]

e.g.

----------ATGTT----------

1.2) Global Alignment

The Global Alignment contrary to the Local Alignment is stretched over the entire sequence length to find more matches at different regions of Strains. [2]

e.g.

----TGC----ATGCT---ATGCCC

--AAGC---TAGCT---ATGCAT

1.3) The Proposed Technique

The Recursive Technique works for better solutions at Global Alignment but can be modified a little to be used for Local Alignment also [1]. The Internal functionality of the algorithm is competent enough to deal with both kinds of alignments with a small change. Recursion brings fast and accurate results [3] that is why this algorithm can be considered to be at high level of efficiency and reliability.

2) Previous Work
Following techniques are being used for the alignment of two sequences. [1, 2]
   i. DOT MATRIX Analysis.
   ii. The Dynamic Programming Algorithm.
   iii. WORD or k-tuple methods.

2.1) DOT MATRIX Method

The DOT MATRIX method is useful only when sequences are known to be very much alike because it displays any possible sequence alignment as diagonals on the matrix. It may be used for insertion / deletion and direct / inverted repeats of characters of sequences. The Major limitation of this method is that most DOT MATRIX programs don’t show an actual alignment. [2]

2.2) Dynamic Programming Method

The Dynamic Programming Method is mostly used for Global Alignment of sequences devised by Needleman and Wunsch (1970), this method was also used for Local Alignment by Smith and Waterman (1981). The procedure starts by attempting to match all possible pairs of characters [5] between sequences and by following a scoring scheme for matches, mismatches and gaps. Although this method is widely used for both kinds of alignments but it has also a major drawback that it can also be slow due to very large no. of computational steps, which increase approximately as square / cube of sequence lengths. Thus utilization if this method for large sequences is hard. [1]

2.3) WORD or K-Tuple Methods

The WORD or K-Tuple Methods are used by the FASTA and BLAST algorithms [1, 2]. They align two sequences very quickly by first searching for identical parts of sequences and then joining them for alignment purpose by Dynamic Programming Methods. Although these methods are reliable enough in a computational and statistical sense but as they use Dynamic Programming Technique so bring the result accurately but slowly.

3) Our Work

The Algorithm works by taking input of two Strains, analysis the two Strains recursively and generates results about degree of similarity, non similarity and usage of GAPS for Global Alignment of Sequences.

-----START PROCEDURE-----

Variables:

GAPE_ONE, GAPE_TWO \( \rightarrow \) Calculate Gaps in two sequences.

MATCH \( \rightarrow \) Find no. of pairs matched.

MMATCH \( \rightarrow \) Find no. of pairs miss matched.

Block \( \rightarrow \) One Block out of several blocks in sequences.

Gape1, Gape2 \( \rightarrow \) Calculate Gaps in individual blocks

match \( \rightarrow \) No. of pairs matched in a Block

mmatch \( \rightarrow \) No. of pairs miss matched in a Block

N \( \rightarrow \) No. of characters in Strain

n \( \rightarrow \) No. of characters in a Block

1) [Outer Iteration for no. of Blocks]
Repeat for Block = n to Block \( \leq \) N with Block = Block +n

2) [Initialize Block Variables]

Set

Gape1 = Gape2 = 0
Match = mmatch = 0
Var y = Block - n

3) [Call Recursive Function]

CALL Recursive ()

Set

MATCH = MATCH + match
GAPE_ONE = GAPE_ONE + Gape1
GAPE_TWO = GAPE_TWO + Gape2
MMATCH = MMATCH + mmatch

4) [Print individual Block Information]

Print “No. of Matches in Block”
Print “No. of Miss Matches in Block”
Print “No. of Gaps used in Sequence1”
Print “No. of Gaps used in Sequence2”

5) [Function Definition Recursive]

IF S1[y] equals GAP then
    Gap1 = Gap1 + 1
END IF
IF S2[y] equals GAP then
    Gap2 = Gap2 + 1
END IF
IF (S1[y] Not equals GAP OR S2[y] Not
Equals GAP) AND S1[y] equals S2[y] then
    Match = match +1
END IF
IF S1[y] Not Equals S2[y] then
    mmatch = mmatch +1
y = y + 1

6) [Check Recursion Condition]

IF y < Block
CALL Recursive()

7) [Overall Result for a pair of Sequences]

Print “No. of Matches ”
Print “No. of Mismatches”
Print “No. of Gaps used in Sequence 1”
Print “No. of Gaps used Sequence 2”

------ END PROCEDURE------

3.1) Functionality of Algorithm

The Algorithm uses a recursive procedure for its operation. It inputs two Strains and divides them into equal length blocks. The individual blocks are made responsible to provide information about matching, miss matching pairs, gaps and percentage match of two Strains. The iterations are performed recursively to move into all blocks. The final information is obtained by integrating the information got from individual blocks.

3.2) Complexity of Algorithm

Complexity of Algorithm is N/n log (n)

Where N→No. of characters in Sequence.
    n→No. of characters in individual block.

3.3) Sample Run using C++ (Test 1)

The functionality of the algorithm was tested to be quite satisfactory and brought the desired results, here is the sample C++ code described below.

```c++
#include<iostream.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<conio.h>

void rec(void);

int GAP1,GAP2,MATCH,MMATCH;
//capitals for whole sequences
int gap1,gap2,match,mmatch,bl;
char s1[40],s2[40];
int y;

void main()
{
    clrscr();
    GAP1=GAP2=MATCH=MMATCH=0;
    int n=10;  //no. of chars in a block
    cout<<"Enter 1st sequence ";
    gets(s1);
    cout<<"Enter 2nd sequence ";
    gets(s2);
    int N=strlen(s1);  //Total no of chars
    for(bl=n;bl<=N;bl+=n)
    {
        gap1=gap2=match=mmatch=0;
        y=bl-n;  //initiate from 1st char of block
        rec();
        MATCH+=match;  //global calculation
    }
}
```
GAP1+=gap1;  //for the whole sequences.
GAP2+=gap2;
MMATCH+=mmatch;

cout<>"nThe no of gaps in seq.1 in block# " "<<bl/n<<"="<<gap1;
cout<>"nThe no of gaps in seq.2 in block# " "<<bl/n<<"="<<gap2;
cout<>"nThe no of MATCHES in block# " "<<bl/n<<"="<<match;
cout<>"nThe no of Mismatches in block# " "<<bl/n<<"="<<mmatch;

cout<>"nThe %age of matches in block# " "<<bl/n<<"="<<float(match*100)/n<<"%";
cout<>"nPress any key to proceed\n";getch();
}  //end for

cout<>"n\n\n\n\tThe whole sequence is finished" "\n\tPress any key to proceed\n\n";getch();

cout<>"n\nThe final result for whole sequences" "\n\n-----------------------------\n\n";
cout<>"nThe no of gaps in seq.1 " "<<"<<GAP1;
cout<>"nThe no of gaps in seq.2 " "<<"<<GAP2;
cout<>"nThe no of MATCHES " "<<"<<MATCH;
cout<>"nThe no of Mismatches " "<<"<<MMATCH;
cout<>"nThe %age of matches " "<<"<<float(MATCH*100)/N<<"%";
getch();
}  //end main

void rec(void)
{

//gaps

if(s1[y]=="
    gap1++;
if(s2[y]=="
    gap2++;
public void windowClosing(WindowEvent e)
{
    System.exit(0);
}

//end of function

//cons

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)
{
    if(e.getSource()==b1)
    {
        temp1=t1.getText();
        temp2=t2.getText();
        quo=temp1.length()/10;
        rem=temp1.length()%10;
        arr1=new String[quo];
        arr2=new String[quo];
        if(temp2.length()<temp1.length()||temp2.length()>temp1.length())
        {
            JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Both strings must be of equal length","Stop",JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE);
            //JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Length of t1 is "+temp1.length(),"Stop",JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE);
        }
        else
        {
            //parsing code
            for(a=0;a<temp1.length();a++)
            {
                if(temp1.charAt(a)==' ')
                    gap1++;
            }
            if(temp2.charAt(a)==' ')
                gap2++;
            for(a=0;a<quo;a++)
            {
                arr1[a]=temp1.substring(t,t+10);
                arr2[a]=temp2.substring(t,t+10);
                t+=10;
                for(b=0;b<10;b++)
                    match(arr1[a].charAt(b),arr2[a].charAt(b));
            }
            //dialogs
            per=match*10;
            JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Number of matches : "+match+"\n Number of mismatches: "+mismatch+"\n Number of gapes in string1 "+gap1+"\n Number of gapes in string2 "+gap2+"\n Percentage of matches "+per,"Result of block#"+(a+1),JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
            match=0;
            mismatch=0;
            per=0;
        }
    }
    //JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"rem="+rem,"asdas",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
    for(b=0;b<rem;b++)
    {
        match(temp1.charAt(t+b),temp2.charAt(t+b));
    }
    //JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"rem="+rem,"asdas",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
    per=2/4;
    System.out.println(per);
}

}
public static void main(String[] args) {
    analysis ana = new analysis();
} //end of class

4) Conclusion

This recursive algorithm works best for accurate and prompt results. It partitions the sequences into blocks and gets information of matches, mismatches, gaps and percentage matches in blocks. Then integrates the information from individual Blocks to display a final summary about two Strains. Also it not only finds the Global Alignment for a pair of protein / DNA sequence but also provides means for consideration of gaps between them. The input variables (e.g. Strains) of program are user dependant and internal calculations are being performed in recursive fashion to make the input Strains smart enough.
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